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4
Event Reconstruction

This chapter describes the reconstruction of physics objects with four-momenta as they
are used in analyses; i.e. jets, electrons, muons and missing transverse energy. The
reconstruction algorithms perform best in events with a low multiplicity of final state
objects, yet the environment of the analyses in this thesis is more challenging. In the
ATLAS general performance note [56], the expected reconstruction performance of all final
state objects in clean events is discussed at length. The expected performance in the more
dense type of events is illustrated here by means of simulated semileptonic tt events at
collision energies

√
s = 10 TeV and in versions of the reconstruction algorithms that are

improved with respect to the performance note.
For an event to be processed by the reconstruction algorithms, it first needs to have

passed the trigger system. The available data streams are discussed in the first section.
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 cover the reconstruction of jets and the identification of b-jets. The
reconstruction and performance of electrons and muons is discussed in Sections 4.4 and
4.5. Finally, the reconstruction of missing transverse energy is explained in Section 4.6. Its
performance in tt events is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.

4.1 Trigger Chains

As described in Section 2.2.5, the trigger system reduces the enormous amount of incoming
data and aims to select all interesting events.

The incoming data is categorized into data streams, each of which contains the events
that pass at least one of a set of trigger chains. These sets are defined such that the data
streams contain a maximum amount of interesting events while minimizing the overlap
between them. The available physics data streams are listed in Table 4.1. The trigger
chains that are contained in each of these physics data streams in the trigger menu for
initial luminosity, L = 1031 cm−1s−1, are specified in Appendix A.1.

The minimum bias triggers are designed to select all types of inelastic interactions,
across the full acceptance of the detector. During non-collision running, they monitor beam
background, such that it can be excluded during collision running. Apart from the physics
data streams, an express stream is defined. It contains a subset of the physics triggers with
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Event Reconstruction

the purpose of monitoring and validating the quality of the data. It is processed within a
few hours such that any problems may be fixed before the data in all physics streams are
reconstructed.

egamma
muon

jet/EtMiss/tau
minimum bias

Table 4.1: The physics data streams.

The processes of interest in this thesis contain virtually all physics objects, namely
(b)-jets, muons, electrons and missing transverse energy in their final state. Out of all
the trigger possibilities, the single lepton triggers are expected to be most reliable and
most discriminating—especially against multi-jet backgrounds. In fact, they are specifically
designed to trigger high-pT events involving leptons, like tt decays. Furthermore, the
robustness and efficiency of these triggers are expected to be validated at an early stage
in the data taking period. Therefore, the muon and egamma data streams are selected for
the analyses and in particular the trigger chains e20 loose and mu10 are part of the event
selection criteria.

The purpose of the trigger chains e20 loose and mu10 is to select events that contain
an electron with pT > 20 GeV or a muon with pT > 10 GeV as efficiently as possible in
the available time span. The achieved efficiencies are affected by detector limitations and
depend on the η and pT of the trigger object candidate. The pT dependence of e20 loose

and mu10 in tt events is displayed in Figures 4.1(a) and 4.1(b). They show the ratio of the
pT distributions of the electron or muon from the leptonically decaying top quark before
and after the trigger requirement. Similarly, Figures 4.1(c) and 4.1(d) show the ratio of the
η distributions. The efficiency of e20 loose is decreased in the barrel/endcap transition
region |η| ≈ 1.4 as well as in the very forward region. Figure 4.1(d) shows that the efficiency
of mu10 is clearly affected by the limited detector coverage in the barrel/endcap transition
region around |η| ≈ 1 as well as by the gap around |η| ≈ 0.

Due to a technical problem in the Level-2 algorithm, the efficiency of e20 loose is
hereafter described by a parametrization, which is discussed in detail in Appendix A.2.

4.2 Jet Reconstruction

At high energy collisions between protons, such as those in the center of the ATLAS
detector, the presence of partons is overwhelming. As a result of colour confinement, they
hadronize before they enter the calorimeters. The resulting collimated sprays of particles,
the jets, are detected and reconstructed using jet algorithms. Many different approaches
and definitions are available, each of which is characterized mainly by its treatment of
close-by hard particles and soft radiation. The first step in a jet algorithm is to combine
calorimeter cells into objects with physically meaningful four-momenta, either signal towers
or TopoClusters.
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(a) The efficiency of e20 loose versus the pT

of the electron from the leptonically decaying top
quark, which satisfies |η| < 2.5
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(b) The efficiency of mu10 versus the pT of the
muon from the leptonically decaying top quark,
which satisfies |η| <2.4.
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(c) The efficiency of e20 loose versus the η of the
electron from the leptonically decaying top quark,
which satisfies pT > 20 GeV.
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(d) The efficiency of mu10 versus the η of the
muon from the leptonically decaying top quark,
which satisfies pT > 20 GeV.

Figure 4.1: The expected trigger efficiency dependence on the pT and η of the lepton in simulated
semileptonic tt events.

Signal towers are constructed by projecting calorimeter cells onto a grid with tower bin
size ∆η×∆ϕ = 0.1×0.1. Depending on the overlap between the area of the projected
cell and the tower bin, each cell contributes the corresponding fraction of its signal to
that tower. Some towers end up with a negative net signal due to noise fluctuations.
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Instead of ignoring them completely, they are combined with nearby towers with
positive signal in order to avoid biases and to achieve cancellations of noise.

Topological cell clusters or TopoClusters are combinations of cells around seed cells
that exceed a signal-to-noise ratio threshold. For each cell with |Ecell/σcell

noise| > 4,
its directly neighbouring cells in all three dimensions are assigned to the cluster.
Subsequently, their neighbouring cells are included if the signal-to-noise ratio exceeds
a second threshold |Ecell/σcell

noise| > 2. Finally, one additional shell of neighbouring cells
is added to the cluster.

Cone Jet Finder

In ATLAS, a general cone jet finder algorithm is implemented1, which takes a cone size
Rcone, a seed threshold T and the previously defined combinations of cells as input. These
signal towers or TopoClusters are first arranged in decreasing order in pT. Then, if the
highest pT object exceeds the threshold, pT > T , all objects that satisfy ∆R < Rcone

are grouped into a new input object and the corresponding four-momentum is calculated.
Again, a cone is constructed around its center and the objects within this cone are grouped
into a new input object. This procedure is repeated until the direction of the cone is stable
and the resulting cone is called a jet. The subsequent object is then tested against the seed
threshold and the same iterative combination is performed for this seed. This continues
until no more objects pass the seed threshold.

Finally, jets with common constituents are merged if their shared pT is larger than 50%
of the pT of the softer jet. Otherwise, the overlapping part is assigned to the harder jet.

H1 Calibration

So far, the raw signal from the calorimeter cells is used for the jet constituents and the
only corrections applied are related to the detector geometry and the electronics. In order
to account for the non-compensating response for hadrons, the so called H1 calibration
scheme for jets [57] applies a weight w to each cell. The weight factor is a function of
the location X i, the signal energy Ei and the volume Vi of the cell. For cells with high
signal densities Ei/Vi, which are more likely to be induced by electromagnetic showers,
the assigned weighting factor is close to 1. The lowest signal densities are associated with
hadronic showers and weighted with factors up to 1.5, corresponding to the electron/pion
signal ratio.

In addition, the calibration scheme aims to correct for detector effects like energy loss
in inactive material by making use of reference jets obtained in a full simulation di-jet
sample [56]. The calibrated four-momentum for each jet becomes

(Ejet,pjet) =

Ncells
∑

i

w(Xi, Ei, Vi) (Ei,pi) , (4.1)

where Ncells is the number of calorimeter cells contained in the cone. Only jets that satisfy
pT > 7 GeV after calibration pass the jet definition.

1 At the time of this research, alternative algorithms that are infrared and collinear safe were still under
development.
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4.2 Jet Reconstruction

The jet algorithms used in the analyses of Chapters 6 and 7 are the Cone4H1TopoJets and
Cone4H1TowerJets, based on TopoClusters and signal towers respectively. In both cases
the cone jet finder uses cone size Rcone = 0.4 and seed threshold T = 1 GeV.

The flexibility of the algorithms allows the possibility for final state particles from
Monte Carlo generators to be used as input for the cone jet finder, which results in
Cone4TruthJets. The performance of Cone4H1TopoJets in simulated semileptonic tt events
is illustrated here by matching reconstructed jets to the highest-pT Cone4TruthJet with
∆R < 0.4. Figure 4.2 shows the fractional transverse momentum resolution, σ(pT)/pT, as a
function of the pT and η of the Cone4TruthJet. The jet resolution suffers from the limited
calorimeter coverage around the barrel/endcap transition at |η| ≈ 1.4. The line in Figure
4.2(a) corresponds to the best fit of the function

σ(pT)

pT
=

a√
pT
,

where a = 0.77 represents the stochastic calorimeter response.

Figure 4.3 shows the so called jet response of the Cone4H1TopoJets, i.e. the ratio of the
reconstructed transverse momentum to the transverse momentum of the Cone4TruthJet.
The jet response is quite stable and linear to within 1% for jets satisfying pT > 40 GeV.
Figure 4.3(b) shows how the non-uniformity is maximally 2%.
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Figure 4.2: The fractional pT resolution (σ(pT)
pT

) of Cone4H1TopoJets in simulated semileptonic

tt events.
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Figure 4.3: The ratio of the reconstructed pT of Cone4H1TopoJets to the pT of
Cone4TruthJets which are matched with ∆R < 0.4 in semileptonic tt events.

4.3 b-Tagging

Due to their relatively long lifetime, mesons or baryons containing b quarks typically travel
several millimeters before they decay. This provides a very useful handle when identifying
a final state. The procedure of assigning a probability to a jet that it originates from a b
quark, is called b-tagging. The main distinguishing feature is the presence of a number of
tracks pointing to a secondary vertex. Figure 4.4 shows a sketch of a jet that contains such
a secondary vertex.

Primary Vertex

Secondary Vertex

d0

B Figure 4.4: Sketch of a jet containing a sec-
ondary vertex. The distance of
closest approach to the primary
vertex, d0, is indicated for one of
the tracks.

Before their relevant properties are calculated, the tracks need to meet some basic quality
requirements. A total of at least seven hits is required in the pixel detector and the SCT,
two of which must be in the pixel detector (cf. Section 2.2.1). Only tracks within a distance
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4.3 b-Tagging

∆R < 0.4 from the jet axis and pT > 1 GeV are taken into account. The selected tracks
are used for the impact parameter and secondary vertex algorithms described below.

Impact Parameters

The presence of a displaced or secondary vertex is inquired by determining the impact
parameters of tracks. The transverse impact parameter d0 is defined as the distance of
closest approach in (r, ϕ) of the track to the primary vertex. The longitudinal impact
parameter z0 is the z coordinate of the track at this point of closest approach.

In fact, the impact parameter tagging algorithms employ the significance of the impact
parameters in order to enhance the contribution of precisely measured tracks. I.e. the
algorithms IP1D, IP2D and IP3D make use of z0/σz0 , d0/σd0 and a combination of them
respectively. For each measured value of the significance Si of a track, a weight Wi is
defined as a likelihood ratio:

Wi =
b(Si)

u(Si)
, (4.2)

where b(Si) and u(Si) are the distributions of the hypotheses for b- and light jets respectively.
The weight of a jet is then simply defined as the combination of weights of the tracks that
are associated to the jet:

Wjet =

Ntracks
∑

i=1

lnWi. (4.3)

Secondary Vertex Reconstruction

Apart from using the properties of individual tracks, the secondary vertex may also actually
be reconstructed and provide a second handle to distinguish b-jets from light jets. As a first
step in secondary vertex reconstruction, tracks are selected with sufficiently large impact
parameter significances within ∆R < 0.4 from the jet axis. Secondly, pairs of selected
tracks that combine into a good two-track vertex inside the jet are formed. All pairs are
then combined into one vertex and a vertex fit is done. In an iterative procedure, the track
with the largest contribution to the χ2 of the fit is removed until the vertex fit is accepted
according to a χ2 threshold.

The secondary vertex tagging algorithm makes use of three properties of the recon-
structed vertex:

◦ The invariant mass of all the tracks associated to the secondary vertex, which is
generally higher for b-jets than for light jets;

◦ The ratio of the sum of energies of the tracks associated to the vertex and the sum of
energies of all tracks in the jet. Tracks associated to b-jets generally contain a larger
fraction of the energy;

◦ The number of track pairs contained in the vertex, which is much larger in case the
vertex actually corresponds to a b-jet.

Each of these properties is converted into a likelihood ratio and again the weight of a
jet is the sum of the logarithms of the individual weights.
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Combined Weight

A high b-tagging efficiency in association with a high light jet tagging rejection is achieved
when combining the transverse and longitudinal impact parameter significances with all
three secondary vertex properties. The combined weight for a jet is obtained by summing up
the weights of the individual tagging algorithms described above. The resulting distributions
in semileptonic tt events are shown in Figure 4.5 for b-, c- and light jets separately. All jets
for which a b(c) quark with is found within ∆R < 0.3 with respect to the jet axis are
labelled b(c)-jets. When no heavy flavoured quarks nor taus are found in its vicinity, a jet
is labelled a light jet. Because the lifetime of hadrons which contain a c quark is relatively
long as well, c-jets are less easily separated from b-jets than light jets, which is reflected by
the distribution. The fraction of c-jets in tt events is however small.

Each of the hypothesis distributions that contribute to the combined weight need to be
commissioned with data. Therefore initially more simple and robust tagging algorithms will
be favoured. Monte Carlo studies show that a relative precision on the b-tagging efficiency
of 6% is expected to be achieved with 100 pb−1 of data [56].

Combined Weight
-10 0 10 20 30 40

-110

1

10

210

310
b-jets

c-jets

light jets

Figure 4.5: The combined weight for b-,c-
and light jets with pT > 20 GeV
in semileptonic tt events. It con-
tains both impact parameter and
secondary vertex information.

A jet is labelled as a b-jet when it passed a certain combined weight threshold. The optimal
value, i.e. the optimal balance between b-tagging efficiency and light jet tagging rejection,
depends strongly on the event topology and the strategy of the analysis at hand.

4.4 Electron Identification and Reconstruction

The main purpose of the electromagnetic calorimeter is the identification and reconstruction
of photons and electrons. As photons play no part in the selection criteria applied in the
analyses in Chapters 6 and 7, merely the electron reconstruction is discussed here. The
challenges lie in differentiating isolated electrons from those within jets and correcting for
the energy losses in the material in front of the calorimeters.
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4.4 Electron Identification and Reconstruction

The algorithm for electron reconstruction of interest here is the egamma algorithm [58],
which is dedicated to the reconstruction of isolated electrons with high pT. Firstly, a cluster
of cells in the electromagnetic calorimeter is constructed by the sliding window algorithm
[59]. It divides the electromagnetic calorimeter into a grid of elements of size ∆η × ∆ϕ =
0.025 × 0.025 up to |η| = 2.5. Subsequently, it slides a window of 5 × 5 of these elements
over the grid and computes the sum of the transverse energy in the cells contained in this
window. When this exceeds the threshold energy of 3 GeV, the cells qualify as a cluster,
which is subsequently tested against photon and electron hypotheses.

If the resulting cluster matches a photon conversion in the inner detector, it is flagged as
a photon. Otherwise, the algorithm attempts to match inner detector tracks to the cluster
by extrapolating them to the calorimeter. An electron candidate is required to have an
associated track within (|∆η|, |∆ϕ|) < (0.05, 0.10) for which the momentum p is roughly
compatible with the cluster energy E, i.e. E/p < 10.

The energy of the electron candidate is determined as a weighted average between
the cluster, which is corrected for energy losses through η-dependent weight functions,
and the track momentum. The charge is deduced from the curvature of the associated
track. In addition, a number of variables describing the shape of the electromagnetic shower
and the quality of the inner detector track are available. According to increasingly strict
requirements on these properties, the reconstructed electrons are categorized into loose,
medium and tight electrons as follows:

◦ Loose electrons are identified based on a part of the available calorimeter
information only. An η dependent requirement is applied to the ratio of the ET in
the first layer of the hadronic calorimeter to the ET of the entire cluster. The shower
shape is estimated from the middle layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter only.
The corresponding identification efficiency is very high at the expense of very low
background rejection.

◦ For medium electrons, the quality of the inner detector track is held to higher
standards; at least one hit is found in the pixel detector, the total number of hits
in the pixel detector and the SCT is larger than nine and the transverse impact
parameter satisfies |d0| < 5 mm. In addition, double maxima in the first layer of
the electromagnetic calorimeter are rejected in order to minimize contributions from
π0 → γγ decays.

◦ Tight electrons are required to be isolated, i.e. the ratio of transverse energy in
a cone ∆R < 0.2 to the total cluster energy is limited. The track matching to the
cluster is more strict, i.e. (∆η,∆ϕ) < (0.005, 0.02) is required. In addition, a minimum
is applied to the ratio of the number of transition radiation hits that exceed the high
threshold to the total number of TRT hits. The requirement on the transverse impact
parameter is tightened to |d0| < 1 mm.

Table 4.2 shows the corresponding jet rejection rates based on a Monte Carlo sample
containing di-jet events, prompt photon production and W/Z events [56]. An ET threshold
of 17 GeV is applied on the electron candidates.

Figure 4.6 shows the pT and η dependence of the electron reconstruction efficiency in
simulated semileptonic tt events for loose, medium and tight electrons. Only events in
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Category Jet Rejection

Loose 567 ± 1
Medium 2184 ± 13
Tight (9.8 ± 0.4) · 104

Table 4.2: The expected jet rejection rates for loose, medium and tight electron definitions [56].
The jet rejection rate is defined as the ratio of the number of Cone4TruthJets to the
number of electrons that are reconstructed within ∆R < 0.4 from Cone4TruthJets.
The numbers are taken from [56].
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Figure 4.6: The expected reconstruction efficiency for loose, medium and tight electrons in
simulated semileptonic tt events. No trigger chain requirement is applied.

which one of the W bosons decays into an electron and a neutrino are considered and the
reconstructed electron is matched to that electron when ∆R < 0.05. The reconstruction
efficiency for electrons with pT > 60 GeV is better than 75 % for tight electrons and
close to 90 % for loose electrons. Note that these numbers are limited by detector geometry
inefficiencies. The impact of the barrel/endcap transition in the electromagnetic calorimeter
is clearly reflected in Figure 4.6(b) by the drop in efficiency around |η| = 1.4. In addition, the
increase of material in the inner detector with |η| impacts the tracking efficiency as electrons
suffer increasingly from Bremsstrahlung effects. The expected reconstruction efficiencies in
semileptonic tt events are approximately 5% lower than in the clean environment of Z → ee
events [60].

In the following, the medium reconstruction algorithm is used, considering the good jet
rejection and electron reconstruction efficiency.

The fractional energy resolution for medium electrons in tt events is displayed in Figure
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4.5 Muon Identification and Reconstruction

4.7. The resolution is better than 2% for electrons that satisfy E > 20 GeV and it improves
with increasing energy. The curve corresponds to the best fit of the function

σ(E)

E
=

a√
E

⊕ b, (4.4)

where a = 0.051 and b = 0.016. Figure 4.7(b) shows how the electron reconstruction is
affected by the barrel/endcap transition in the electromagnetic calorimeter.
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Figure 4.7: The fractional energy resolution (σ(E)
E

) of medium electrons in simulated semileptonic
tt events.

4.5 Muon Identification and Reconstruction

The muon spectrometer was designed exclusively for the detection and reconstruction of
muons. Information from the inner detector and calorimeters can be used to complement
measurements in the spectrometer for a higher precision. The basic approach where
reconstructed tracks in the muon spectrometer are extrapolated to the beam line results in
standalone muons. Combined muons are obtained by matching standalone muons to inner
detector tracks and refitting the combination. By starting from inner detector tracks and
matching the extrapolated track with raw information from the spectrometer, tagged muons
are found.

Several algorithms are available in the ATLAS software, yet the focus will be on those
relevant to the analyses in Chapters 6 and 7.
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Standalone Muons

The algorithm used for track reconstruction in the muon spectrometer is Muonboy [61]. It
starts by defining a region of activity of size ∆η × ∆ϕ = 0.4 × 0.4 around each RPC or
TGC hit. A track segment is build by performing a straight line fit to the 4 to 8 hits in
each individual muon station that intersects with the region of activity. Figure 4.8 shows
an example of a reconstructed track segment in a muon station with seven MDT hits and
five associated RPC hits. These track segments are used as seeds for a global track finding

Figure 4.8: The two multilayers of a MDT chamber, indicating seven hits in the tubes, five RPC
hits and the resulting track segment.

algorithm. Each resulting track candidate, containing a minimum of two segments, is then
fitted using all the drift time measurements instead of the segments. Finally, the selection
of reconstructed standalone muon tracks is based on the χ2 of this last global fit and the
tracks are extrapolated to the beam line, correcting the momentum for the energy loss in
the material in front of the muon spectrometer. A parametrization of this material traversed
by muons as well as the magnetic field strength at every given space point and alignment
corrections to chamber positions are accounted for in the detector geometry description.

The momentum is determined from the bending radius of the muon trajectory due to
the magnetic field. This is expressed in terms of the sagitta: the distance from the middle
track segment to the straight line that connects the outer segment to the inner.

Combined Muons

Staco [61] is the algorithm that combines inner detector tracks with standalone Muonboy

tracks. The track parameter vectors are combined for pairs of tracks with a reasonable
matching in (η, ϕ). When several combinations are possible, the pair with the best χ2

qualifies as combined muon.
Combining the information of the inner detector and the muon spectrometer naturally

results in a better estimation of the track parameters and a higher rejection of background
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4.5 Muon Identification and Reconstruction

muons. It turns out that the momentum resolution improves compared to that of standalone
muons and the improvement is largest in the low pT regime. However, this procedure is more
sensitive to the relative alignment of the inner detector and the muon spectrometer and
to the parametrization of the material in between. The coverage is limited by the inner
detector acceptance to the range |η| < 2.5.

Performance

Figure 4.9 shows the expected efficiency for combined reconstruction of muons in simulated
semileptonic tt events and its dependence on η, ϕ and pT. Muons are evidently lost in the
gap for services at η ≈ 0 (cf. Section 2.2.3). Likewise, the limited coverage of the muon
spectrometer and the limited bending power of the magnetic field in the barrel/endcap
transition region severely impact the efficiency of the reconstruction. Figure 4.9(c) shows
that around ϕ ≈ − 9

24
π and ϕ ≈ −15

24
π the efficiency is affected by the support feet of the

toroidal magnet system. All such areas with limited coverage of the muon spectrometer
are visualized in Figure 4.9(d), which shows all muons from the leptonically decaying top
quark which are not reconstructed. In regions that suffer from limited coverage, muons can
be recovered by including tagged muons, yet these are generally muons with low momenta
(pT < 6 GeV) and fake muons are introduced this way. In the analyses in the following
chapters, the muons of interest satisfy pT > 20 GeV and the rejection of fake muons is
crucial. Figure 4.9(a) shows that the overall efficiency for combined reconstruction without
tagged muons is still better than 92% for muons with pT > 20 GeV.

Figure 4.10 shows the expected transverse momentum resolution dependence on pT

and |η| for combined muons. Reconstructed muons are matched to the muon from the
leptonically decaying W boson when ∆R < 0.05. Overall, the transverse momentum
resolution for combined muon reconstruction is better than 3.5%. The resolution in the
barrel/endcap transition region, 1.1 < |η| < 1.7, is affected by two effects: the limited
chamber coverage due to missing stations (cf. Section 2.2.3) and the limited bending power
of the magnetic field (cf. Section 2.2.4).
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Figure 4.9: The expected reconstruction efficiency for combined muons in simulated semileptonic
tt events. No trigger chain requirement is applied.
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Figure 4.10: Expected fractional momentum resolution for combined muon reconstruction in
simulated semileptonic tt events.

4.6 Reconstruction of Missing Transverse Energy

Finally, the missing transverse energy is the most challenging quantity to reconstruct. If
all energy deposits in the detector are measured and calibrated correctly, their sum in the
transverse plane should be balanced out by a vector that corresponds to the transverse
momenta of all noninteracting particles that were produced. The algorithm that calculates
the missing transverse energy sums up all the contributions to the x and y components of
this vector, i.e. EFinal

x and EFinal
y respectively.

6EFinal
x,y = 6ECalo

x,y + 6EMuonBoy
x,y + 6ECryo

x,y , (4.5)

where

6ECalo
x,y = −

∑

TopoCells

Ex,y, (4.6)

6EMuonBoy
x,y = −

∑

muons

Ex,y (4.7)

6ECryo
x,y = −

∑

jets

wCryo
√

EEM3
x,y · EHAD

x,y . (4.8)

In order to suppress noise, only calorimeter cells that are associated to a TopoCluster
contribute to 6ECalo

x,y (cf. Section 4.2).
Because the first term in (4.5) accounts for the energy deposits from muons in the

calorimeter, the momenta of muons as measured by the muon spectrometer only are used
in the second term. The sum over muons runs over combined muons in the region |η| <
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2.5, i.e. muons in the muon spectrometer with a matched track in the inner detector,
and over Muonboy standalone muons in the region 2.5 < |η| < 2.7 (cf. Section 4.5). The
last term in (4.5) recovers the energy loss in the inactive material of the cryostat (cf.
Section 2.2.2) by making use of the relation between energy deposits in the last layer of
the electromagnetic calorimeter, EEM3

x,y , and in the first layer of the hadronic calorimeter,
EHAD

x,y . The corresponding calibration weight is denoted wCryo and adopts values of typically
0.5 [62].

Refined Missing Transverse Energy

The calculation can be refined by calibrating each contribution to 6ECalo
x,y according to the

reconstructed object to which it is assigned. The assignment is done in the following order:
electrons, photons, muons, hadronically decaying taus, b-jets, light jets.
Thus the components of the refined missing transverse energy become

6ERefFinal
x,y = 6ERefCalo

x,y + 6EMuonBoy
x,y + 6ECryo

x,y , (4.9)

where

6ERefCalo
x,y = 6ERefEle

x,y + 6ERefGamma
x,y + 6ERefTau

x,y + 6ERefJet
x,y + 6ERefMuon

x,y + 6ECellOut
x,y (4.10)

and each term in the latter expression is calculated as the negative sum of calibrated cells
inside a specific object. All calorimeter cells from TopoClusters that were not assigned to
any reconstructed object are accounted for in 6ECellOut

x,y and are calibrated according to the
H1 calibration scheme (cf. Section 4.2).

To prevent the energy from isolated muons being double counted, i.e. in the muon
spectrometer as well as in the calorimeter, only non-isolated muons contribute to the term
6ERefMuon

x,y .

Subsequently, the scalar quantity 6ERefFinal
T is obtained by taking the length of the vector

and from now on referred to as 6ET:

6ERefFinal
T =

√

( 6ERefFinal
x )2 + (6ERefFinal

y )2 (4.11)

≡ 6ET.

Equivalently, the vector 6ET is given by

6ET =
(

6Ex, 6Ey

)

=
(

6ERefFinal
x , 6ERefFinal

y

)

(4.12)

and the azimuthal angle in the transverse plane is

ϕ( 6ET) = arctan

( 6Ey

6Ex

)

. (4.13)

The performance of the 6ET reconstruction in tt events is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
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The Total Transverse Energy

The final concept related to 6ET that needs to be defined is the total transverse energy,
∑

ET. It is a measure for the total energy deposit in the calorimeter and it is calculated as
the scalar sum of the transverse energy of all TopoCells,

∑

ET =
∑

TopoCells

ET, (4.14)

where the object dependent calibration is applied to the TopoCells. A similar quantity can
be defined for muons, i.e.

∑

EMuonBoy
T =

∑

muons

ET, (4.15)

where the sum runs over all MuonBoy standalone muons reconstructed in the muon
spectrometer.

4.7 Discussion

The expected performance of the reconstruction of physics objects in semileptonic tt
events was presented. The overall performance is very good, albeit slightly limited by
inevitable gaps for services in some regions of the ATLAS detector. This is reflected
both by the efficiencies and by the momentum or energy resolutions of the reconstructed
objects. Moreover, the busy environment of tt events provides an additional challenge when
identifying and reconstructing final state objects.
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Figure 4.11: The reconstruction efficiency
for medium electrons and com-
bined muons versus the number
of reconstructed jets in simu-
lated semileptonic tt events.

This is illustrated in Figure 4.11, which
shows the reconstruction efficiency of medium
electrons and combined muons as a function
of the number of reconstructed jets with pT >
20 GeV. The electron (muon) is matched to the
electron (muon) from the leptonically decaying
top quark with ∆R < 0.05. The reconstruction
of electrons clearly suffers from large activity in
the calorimeters. The reconstruction of muons
is less affected by the presence of jets as a
result of the absorption of hadronic showers
in the calorimeters before reaching the muon
spectrometer.

Due to its dependence on all reconstructed
objects in an event, the 6ET is most sensitive
to the presence of a large number of final state
objects. This is addressed in Chapter 6.

Altogether, the heavy demands on the
detector performance described in Chapter 2
are fulfilled.
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